
AP U.S. History Summer Assignment 2022

Hello students!

Thank you for being brave enough to take on the challenge of AP U.S. History after a challenging freshman year. I hope you

and your families are safe and healthy, and that you will find some time to have “normal” summer time fun.

This handout is meant to help guide you through the summer work required for BMHS & CGS students who will be taking

AP or ECE U.S. History for the 2022-2023 school year. It does not matter whether you signed up for AP or ECE U.S.

History; the assignment is identical.

Your work must be submitted to the AP U.S. History Summer Assignment 2022 Google Classroom portal by 8:30 am on

September 1st, regardless of whether you are scheduled to have U.S. History on that day. You can submit your work as a

single, big file or each part as its own file. Please make sure your name (first and last) is on each file. Use 12 pt Times New

Roman, double spaced, when typing up your work. If it is not possible for you to type out your work, then handwritten work

is fine. You’ll just have to physically deliver your work to Ms. Harris in her classroom (2110). For Ms. Harris’ sake, please

number the different parts of the assignment for easier & more accurate grading in the fall.

Here is my suggestion for how to attack this summer assignment: Ignore it until August. Then, do Parts 1 & 2 during the first

week. Do Part 3 mid-August. Do Part 4 the week before school starts.  I suggest completing the assignment in the order

below. The only assignment that MUST be completed in full sentences and formal, academic English is your final response

(part 5). Everything else can be bulleted if that suits your preferences.

This is an individual grade, not a group project; students are expected to complete this work on their own. Students who

“collaborate,” “share answers,” “work together,” etc. will automatically earn a zero on these assignments. There is no “redo”

option.

In order to access the Summer Assignment, you must join the Google Classroom. This is the same place that you will turn

in your work. Copies of all the assigned readings are on the GC page. If you don’t have reliable internet access over the

summer, I encourage you to print out e a physical copy to use. You can use the school library to print!

Join the AP U.S. History Summer Assignment 2022 Google Classroom now! Enter code: 5en3fli

If you need help, email me at harrisa@norwalkps.org! That’s what I’m here for.

mailto:harrisa@norwalkps.org


AP/ECE U.S. HISTORY SUMMER ASSIGNMENT LIST

1. Think back to your elementary & middle school classes.

A. What do you remember about the following events or people if anything? What words did you use to

describe these people or events? What activities did you do to learn about them? [1 page or less please!]

○ Indigenous people before European contact

○ Early European contact: Columbus, Cortes, Pizzaro, other Europeans

○ First Thanksgiving and/or Puritans

○ Jamestown colony

○ New Spain & New France (or other European colonies)

2. Read on “Two States. Eight textbooks. Two American Stories.” (2020) from The New York Times. The article can be

read here: https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/01/12/us/texas-vs-california-history-textbooks.html Then

answer the questions below.[1 page or less please!]

A. Briefly summarize how textbooks get made and who participates in the process. Were you surprised by the

ways the article claims that textbooks’ content and perspective can be influenced? Why or why not?

B. In YOUR opinion, what were the most surprising or significant differences between CA & TX textbooks that

the article revealed? (Pick 2.) Why?

3. Read & answer the required questions for Alan Taylor’s American Colonies: The Settling of North America. [Ms.

Harris omitted some pages/chapters in order to make it a shorter assignment, so there are “missing” pages.]

○ We will use this content as the beginning of our information for the unit on European colonization. You can

still bullet list your answers, but please make sure that your answers are thorough enough that you can use

them for school work in September without having to re-read this.

4. Reflecting your knowledge from previous experiences and the summer reading selections, answer the following

questions in 3 pages maximum.

A. Think back to your responses for Part 2. How does Taylor’s work compare to the way you have previously

learned about early indigenous people and European colonization in the Americas? What are some

meaningful, specific similarities or differences?

B. Think back to your responses for Part 3. Do you think Taylor’s book would be more likely to be approved for

a CA classroom, TX classroom-- or both? Explain your reasoning.

C. Taylor’s book is award-winning, but it’s not perfect. Think critically about his work. What are some

limitations to the way he presents history? What information do you think he focused on too much OR not

give enough attention to? Whose perspective is “missing” or minimized in his version of history?

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/01/12/us/texas-vs-california-history-textbooks.html

